The educational project CHOOSE MUSIC!, subtitled "for counselling and training for admission to higher education in music", was created many years ago, at the initiative of Prof. Univ. PhD. Luminiţa Duţică, with the main purpose of creating a bridge between the pre-university and academic musical education (through pupils -students, pupils -university professors, etc.) 
Introduction
The instructive-educational process in Romanian education knows even since the beginning a clear structure on age and learning levels, from pre-school education to higher education -undergraduate and graduate. Thus, the requirements of an efficient, continuous and dynamic education provide for a close connection between these links of the institutionalized education funded by the Romanian state. Starting from this idea, of creating a bridge for the preuniversity cycle (high school cycle) and the university one, our project , suggestively named Choosing Music! -Project of counselling and training for admission to higher education in music was born. Initiated many years ago by Professors Luminiţa and Gheorghe Duţică, then representatives of two distinct educational institutions, "Octav Băncilă" National Art College and "George Enescu" National University of Arts of Iaşi, the project had as its main goal a better cooperation between the teaching staff, pupils and students, materialized by a diverse range of educational and artistic activities. An important objective taken into account was the knowledge of the major importance of artistic and musical education in the development of human personality, the promotion of the image of the coordinating university and the attraction of candidates for enrolling in higher musical education in Iași. Of course, over the years our approach has grown in both the partnership dimension and the many aspects of the content of the activities that are often conducted under the guidance of Prof. PhD. Luminiţa Duţică, the current project director.
Presentation of the Project Choose Music!
Our approach is based on an inter-institutional partnership between the Department of Music Theory within the Faculty of Interpretation, Composition and Theoretical Music Studies (belonging to "George Enescu" National University of Arts of Iași ) and the art High Schools/Colleges of Moldavia (Iași, Suceava, Botoșani, Bacău, Piatra Neamţ, Galați, Bârlad), with the extension of the spectrum towards academic institutions with another profile. The project covers the following types of activities: 1. Presentation of the educational offer of the "George Enescu" National University of Arts of Iași -Faculty of Interpretation, Composition and Theoretical Music Studies; 2. Master-Classes of Music Theory conducted by the University's academic staff (interactive demonstration lessons); 3. Meetings and debates with specialised teachers/professors on issues related to the admission to higher musical education; 4. Book launches; 5. Additional free trainings with pupils, held within the National University of Arts; 6. Meetings with university professors who teach subjects at certain specializations: Classical composition and jazz /easy listening, choral and orchestra conducting, Musicology, Musical Pedagogy. Within our activities, the organization of the workshops mainly focuses on themes regarding new teaching strategies successfully implemented in teaching the course Theory and solfeggio at vocational high schools (specialization Music) and in the academic environment worldwide. The perspective impact aims to: accumulate musical and didactic experience for both students and teachers; the creation of opportunities for the continuation of musical studies at ''George Enescu'' National University of Arts of Iași; the decrease in the tendency to abandon musical studies after high school graduation, etc.
In what follows, we intend to present the project draft and the content of the activities of the Master-Class held within this project by Prof. PhD. Luminita Duţică, focused on new methods of teaching of the subject Theory and solfeggio in vocational high schools, but also in the higher education institutions.
Content and Working Methods within the Master-Classes of Theory and Solfeggio
As example, it was chosen a demonstrative lesson held at "Ciprian Porumbescu" National College of Suceava , lesson which was attended by the professors of the Department of Theory from the our University, the professors from the host institution and the students of the 12 th grade. To summarize, the approached theme was Musical Intervals, with reference to solving dissonances in accordance with the rigors imposed by the major-minor tonal-functional system. The demonstrations have been based on both classical and, above all, on the modern methods, of which I would like to mention the use of the audio-video exemplification, in PowerPoint, of fragments selected from the universal literature of the Baroque, Classic and Romantic music, that that a real cognitive and emotional impact on the audience. These fragments were subsequently analysed in terms of style, consolidating in an efficient manner the topic of the underlying theme. Also, moments of choir ensemble with everyone in the room were organised, giving them the opportunity to interpret tonal works with polyphonic or homophone notation, of an inestimable stylistic value. A variety of oral tests have been added to these active methods -the interval, melodic, harmonic recognition; fast memorisation of fragments of different lengths; written tests -to detect intonational, graphic, rhythmic errors etc. , after the prior hearing; to fill in melodic, harmonic or rhythmic-melodic fragments, etc. The training of musical thinking through these working methods determines a logical and efficient learning of all the problems connected with the musical phenomenon.
Furthermore, an emphasis was put on the use of the Self-study method, created years ago by Professor Iulia Bucescu for the learning of music intervals. In order to create a dynamic in the sequences of the Theory and Solfeggio lessons, it is necessary to change the vision regarding the didactic strategies. Thus, I insist on using examples from the universal musical literature, with audition and their stylistic analysis. It is particularly important to make the connection with the live musical practice, using the creations of brilliant composers such as J.S. Bach, Fr. Handel, J. Haydn, W.A. Mozart, L. van Beethoven, Robert Schumann, etc. Of course, the personal, didactic musical examples should not lack from the Music Theory classes, as they are necessary in order to deepen certain technical elements by repetition. In the following paragraphs, we outline the project draft for the lesson Music Intervals and some examples of the used musical sheets. For those who do not intonate quickly 8p, special exercises on complex arpeggios will be done.
MUSIC INTERVALS APPLICATIONS IN THE MAJOR-MINOR FUNCTIONAL
• SIMPLE INTERVALS Simple intervals: from prime to octave • COMPOUND INTERVALS Compound intervals: ninth, decima, unodecima, duodecima, tertia decima, quadri decima and quinta decima.
I.4. COMPLEMENTARY INTERVALS (from inversion)
Basic rules:
• The number resulting from the addition of two complementary intervals must be 9 (for the simple ones) and 16 (for the compound ones); Example: 3 + 6 = 9 ; 9 + 7 = 16 Complementary intervals: 
Conclusions
In the educational process, the link between the various stages of the education cycles is a necessity and a successful choice, leading to a continuous and efficient assimilation of knowledge. Modern music practice is increasingly focused on interactive and heuristic methods. The didactic project is one of the forms of learning, stimulating knowledge, creativity, exchange of ideas, and group work. Activities under the project Choose Music! are of particular importance through the interaction between academic, academic and preuniversity cycles, creating a very necessary bridge.
